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Katy Sly ’12, Face to Rock Face



Dear Alumni, Families of Students, and Friends of Kalamazoo College:

Autumn at Kalamazoo College brings lots of excitement, and this past season has 

been no different. We welcomed members of the Class of 2016 to the beginning of 

their enlightening journeys. What they learn in the classroom from our outstanding 

faculty and what they learn from their experiences while on study abroad and through 

internships, research, and service-learning will be unmatched. They will do more in 

their four years at K so that they can do more in their lifetimes.

In October we welcomed our alumni home for homecoming festivities that featured the dedication of 

our new athletic fields and field house. This new facility provides spaces to support a healthy mind-body 

balance for all students, including varsity, intramural, and club-sport athletes—about 50 percent of the 

student body.  The new athletic complex will also have a positive impact on student recruitment. We are very 

appreciative of the support we have received from alumni, faculty, staff, and donors to make this project a 

reality.  Thank you!

Pre-construction work on the Arcus Center for Social Justice Leadership continues to advance, and we 

expect to break ground on the project soon. Designed by the internationally renowned and award-winning 

architectural firm, Studio Gang, the building will reflect the principles that guide the work of the center: 

community, justice, fairness, and environmental sustainability.  The work of the center is firmly grounded in 

K’s liberal arts tradition and will involve critical examination across disciplines of theory, action, and theory-

into-action with the goal of assisting our students to reflect on how they might help make our world more 

humane, inclusive, and democratic. 

At K we take great pride in the exceptional liberal arts experience that we offer. This year marks 

50 years of the K-Plan, and its rigorous exploration of the liberal arts and carefully crafted educational 

experiences have strengthened during its half century of life. Recently, however, the liberal arts have 

come under fire.  Both policy makers and the media have questioned the value of a liberal arts education, 

suggesting that liberal arts graduates are not prepared to compete for jobs in the current economy. At K we 

know better, and the stories of the alumni and students featured in this issue—Jen Feuerstein ’93, Becky 

Gray ’81, Harvey Hollins ’87, Tristan Morioka ’12, and Chris Reynolds ’83, to name a few— provide ample 

evidence that a liberal arts education prepares individuals for meaningful lives and provides a foundation for 

future leadership and professional success. 

K will continue to promote and offer a liberal arts education of the highest quality that provides the 

basis of future leadership and service, and those of us who are privileged to work here each day will watch 

with pride as our graduates dedicate themselves to innovative and productive endeavors that make our world 

a better place.

Through the experiences, stories, and successes of our alumni, K continues to prove that a liberal arts 

education is an investment in the future. We do more in four years so students can do more in a lifetime.

Yours sincerely,

Eileen B. Wilson-Oyelaran, President
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“T his is my last class at this 

college,” Gail Griffin said, while 

pointing her finger at the 23 

students in her class on Victorian 

literature this past June. “I want 

all of you around the table.”

The current Ann V. and Donald R. Parfet Distinguished 

Professor of English will retire after her long career at Kalamazoo 

College at the end of her sabbatical next June.

As her students rearranged themselves, Griffin pulled out 

a well-worn copy of George Eliot’s epic novel Middlemarch and 

perched on the edge of the desk in the Olds-Upton classroom.

With the class now settled in and attentive, Griffin began to 

ask seniors about their Senior Individualized Projects and about 

what they had written.

Griffin also managed to get in a mention of the Beatles’ 

Paul McCartney, or, as she emphasized to the class, “Sir Paul 

McCartney.” Anyone who knows Griffin for more than five 

minutes knows her huge passion for the Beatles, and, in  

particular, McCartney.

The classroom is full, as were virtually all the courses Griffin 

has taught during her 36-year tenure at the College. Her initial 

courses were in writing and literature, but as the years progressed, 

Griffin expanded her duties to direct the Women’s Studies 

Program for two decades, from its initial start in 1980.

Things have changed since Griffin’s first course at K in 1977. 

Today, although there were students taking notes using pen and 

paper, there were also those who not only had read the book 

digitally, but were also taking notes on their laptop computers. 

Undoubtedly there were smart phones in most pockets, however 

none surfaced or went off during class.

Despite all the technology, Griffin’s teaching methods had 

not changed. One never went to her class to hear a lecture—yes, 

she did deliver them, but her style of teaching mainly meant 

drawing her students into a discussion, a vibrant discussion about 

characters and what influenced them, what was in the author’s 

mind as he or she was developing and writing the work, and 

foremost, what her students thought of the work and how they 

interpreted it.

The discussion Griffin had with the students in this last class 

included addressing questions she had 

them submit ahead of time. But instead of 

answering them herself—she did tackle a 

few of them—Griffin managed to turn the 

class around and have the students discuss 

and answer the questions.

This is not surprising; Griffin has always looked at herself AT
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Gail Griffin walks in 
the processional for the 
commencement of the Class 
of 2012.
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as a guide in the journeys of her students. She considers her role as someone who leads 

students into their own interpretations of literature and the world as a whole.

What may surprise those she has taught and others who know her is that Griffin 

didn’t originally see herself as a creative writer, particularly an autobiographical writer. 

While she had vast experience with scholarly writing, delving into personal writing was 

something new for her when she came to K. She calls that transformation “the Second 

Great Awakening.”

Encouraged by her colleagues Conrad Hilberry (professor emeritus of English) and 

Diane Seuss (writer in residence), Griffin began writing poetry, a genre new to her from a 

composition standpoint.

“I became something I’d never seen myself becoming,” she said. 

Griffin also delved into the study of autobiographical literature and writing. Fully 

half of her curriculum during her time at K has been focused on autobiographical writing, 

and that focus has had a significant effect on her—and her students.

“I discovered the thrilling and dangerous power of telling one’s own story and of 

reading those of others,” she said. “I’ve seen students, in writing autobiographically,  

come to new, significant realizations about themselves, not to mention about writing, 

history, and voice.”

Personal narrative can be a profound agent of identity, analysis, and change for the 

writer, and it has been all that for Griffin.

“I believe that among our fundamental human needs is the imperative to tell your 

story and to have it heard,” Griffin said.

She calls that discovery in her early years at K as “the most important period of my 

personal, professional, and artistic life,” so much so that she spent her first sabbatical 

shelving her goal of a project in literary criticism.

The result of that sabbatical was the book Calling: Essays on Teaching in the Mother 

Tongue, a personal account on her life as a feminist teaching English literature at a 

Midwestern liberal arts college.

“I wrote a book about my personal growth,” she said. “I had no idea what I 

was writing. The essays were intensely personal and autobiographical as well as 

critical and analytical.

“To me, it belonged to no proper genre.”

As her final class was coming to an end, Griffin called out to each senior, asking 

about their plans after college and wishing them well. The moment was poignant for the 

students, and for their professor; both wiped away tears.

Griffin looks at her study of English and her career at K “as the hallowed ground on 

which I have been able to meet wonderful students engaged in their own journeys and 

looking at me with their eyes full of questions.”

She has worked tirelessly to answer them and to help students answer them for 

themselves, in the classroom and in her writing.

“I’ve lived more lives than I thought I would,” she said, “and I’ve lived them more 

consciously and intensely.”
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